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Abstract. Governments and international standards bodies have established certification procedures for security-critical technologies, such as
cryptographic algorithms. Such standards have not yet been established
for cryptographic protocols and hence it is difficult for users of these protocols to know whether they are trustworthy. This is a serious problem as
many protocols proposed in the past have failed to achieve their stated
security properties. In this paper, we propose a framework for certifying
cryptographic protocols. Our framework specifies procedures for both
protocol designers and evaluators for certifying protocols with respect
to three different assurance levels. This framework is being standardized as ISO/IEC 29128 in ISO/IEC JTC1 SC27/WG3, in which three of
the authors are project co-editors. As a case study in the application of
our proposal, we also present the plan for the open evaluation of entityauthentication protocols within the CRYPTREC project.
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1.1

Introduction
Background

Over the past 20 years, many security technologies have been developed using
cryptographic protocols. For example, the widely deployed Secure Socket Layer
(SSL) protocol, uses a combination of digital signatures, public key cryptography,
and symmetric key cryptography. From the viewpoint of users of such security
technologies, a major concern is whether they should trust their security.
For cryptographic algorithms, such as block ciphers, stream ciphers, hash
functions, and public key encryption, open competitions are held by NIST,
NESSIE, ECRYPT, and CRYPTREC. Thanks to such procedures, national and
international organizations can select standard cryptographic algorithms and
have confidence in the trustworthiness of the results. Moreover, governments can
make recommendations for particular application domains, such as e-government
or military systems, where algorithms are selected that meet the domain-specific

requirements. Again, these recommendations provide a starting point for companies and administrations building trustworthy systems.
In contrast to cryptographic algorithms, analogous evaluation procedures do
not exist for cryptographic protocols. In practice, cryptographic protocols are
often designed in industry by inexperienced engineers, who lack a deep knowledge of cryptography. Even for protocols that make their way to international
standards, few cryptographers participate in the review process. The resulting
protocols are often flawed, e.g., the vulnerabilities in the international standard
ISO/IEC 11770-2 key-establishment protocol.
We propose here standardization activities for cryptographic protocols, analogous to those for cryptographic algorithms. Namely, a clearly defined evaluation
process should be used where the evaluation results are certified by national and
international organizations. By defining a clear evaluation process based on scientifically well-founded methods, the resulting protocols can be widely trusted
and used as building blocks for security-critical systems. This would result in
a substantial improvement over the current situation, where protocols are proposed and standardized (e.g., within organizations like the IETF and IEEE)
without such a process. Moreover, once this process is standardized as a third
party certification scheme, such as the Common Criteria or ISO/IEC 15408,
newly developed cryptographic protocols may be certified to be secure under this
process. This opens up the playing field for developing certified, internationallyrecognized security protocols that can be widely accepted and deployed.
The starting points for our proposal are the different formal methods that
currently exist for (symbolic) protocol verification. Experience shows that existing verification methods and associated tools can detect many flaws in standard
cryptographic protocols. In doing so, the results can be used to improve the quality of the resulting protocols and ultimately to prove their correctness. These
tools have become increasingly mature in recent years and can now provide a
fine-grained analysis of the security of cryptographic protocols, which is lacking
in less-principled engineering methods.
We believe such tools are now ready to be used to aid the design and, in particular, the certification of cryptographic protocols. Hence we propose a process
based on the use of such tools to evaluate protocols with respect to different
levels of assurance. Our evaluation process is generic: protocol designers and national organization should be able to apply it uniformly to certify a wide variety
of cryptographic protocols.
1.2

Contributions

To begin with, we classify the state-of-the-art in security protocol analysis methods into three categories. Our classification is based on the capability of the
method used, the skill required by the designer to use the method, and the
security requirement of the protocol in question. Afterwards, we propose a certification process, which certifies the result of a security analysis performed by
the protocol designer. Because the process of designing cryptographic protocols is similar to designing cryptographic products, our process is analogous to

the Common Criteria. Moreover, three of the authors are project editors of the
ISO standard, ISO 29128 “Verification of Cryptographic Protocols,” which standardizes the above certification process. Currently this standardization is in the
Committee Draft (CD) process and is under discussion. We outline this standard
as well as some of the issues that have arisen during the standardization process.
We also report on a plan for the evaluation of cryptographic protocols by
CRYPTREC, which is the Japanese governmental organization certifying cryptographic techniques. CRYPTREC is leading a standardization effort for entityauthentication protocols, which is taking place through 2013. The call for protocol contributions has already been made and CRYPTREC will use formal
methods to evaluate the incoming proposals. Hence, this will be a good example of the application of ISO 29128. We take stock of the current plans for this
evaluation.
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2.1

Evaluation of Cryptographic Protocols
Formal Methods for cryptographic protocol analysis

Designing cryptographic protocols is a very challenging problem. In open networks, such as the Internet, protocols should work even under worst-case assumptions, namely messages may be eavesdropped or tampered with by an attacker
(also called the intruder or adversary) or dishonest or careless principals. Surprisingly, severe attacks can be conducted even without attacking and breaking
cryptography, but rather by attacking communication itself. These attacks exploit weaknesses in the protocol’s design whereby protocols can be defeated by
cleverly manipulating and replaying messages in ways not anticipated by the
designer. This includes attacks such as: man-in-the-middle attacks, where an
attacker is involved in two parallel executing sessions and passes messages between them; replay attacks, where messages recorded from previous sessions are
played in subsequent ones; reflection attacks, where transmitted information is
sent back to the originator; and type flaw (confusion) attacks, where messages
of different types are substituted into a protocol (e.g., replacing a name with a
key). Typically, these attacks are simply overlooked, as it is difficult for humans,
even by a careful inspection of simple protocols, to determine all the complex
ways that different protocol sessions could be interleaved together, with possible
interferences coming from a malicious intruder.
What is needed are methods to speed up the development and analysis of
cryptographic protocols. Moreover, if these methods are to be used to certify
protocols, then they must be mathematically precise, so that exact statements
are possible about the scope and significance of the analysis results. This role
can be filled by formal methods.
Over the last two decades, the security community has made substantial advances in developing formal methods for analyzing cryptographic protocols and
thereby preventing the kinds of attacks mentioned above. These methods and
tools can be categorized by several points of view. Here we categorize them by
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Fig. 1. Categorization of Formal Methods for cryptographic protocol analysis

“Symbolic versus Cryptographic”, “Bounded versus Unbounded”, and “Model
checking versus Theorem proving” as follows (Fig.1)
Model Checking versus Theorem Proving Model checking establishes that
a model M , typically formalized as a Kripke structure, has a property φ, i.e.,
M |= φ. Model checking is a form of algorithmic verification, as opposed to deductive verification, in that M |= φ is established by executing an algorithm,
rather than constructing a proof in some deductive system. Many model checking problems in security (e.g., secrecy and also authentication, see [1]) can be
reduced to reachability problems, at which point the model checking algorithms
amount to state enumeration. When the state space is finite, model checking constitutes a decision procedure. Initial work on model checking for cryptographic
protocols began in the 1980s, starting with Kemmerer’s InaTest tool [2]. Since
then many successful methods and tools have been developed such as NRL [3],
CSP and FDR [4, 5], OFMC [6, 7] and the AVISPA tool [8], ProVerif [9, 10, 1,
11], CryptoVerif [12], and SCYTHER [13].
In theorem proving, one reduces verification to proving a theorem in firstorder or higher-order logic. The model M formalizes directly the semantics of the
protocol as a set of traces, i.e., the sequence of communication events that result
from interleaving runs of the protocol between different principals as well as
interference from the intruder. The drawback is that inductive theorem proving
requires considerable expertise as well as substantial time and effort. Still, in
the hands of an experienced user, this approach has been shown to be effective
for verifying protocols with respect to unbounded protocol models. In theorem
proving, the inductive approach developed by Larry Paulson [14] has been used
extensively.
Bounded versus Unbounded Protocols can often be attacked by cleverly
manipulating and replaying messages in ways not anticipated by their developers.
Such attacks can be quite complex and, in particular, they may require multiple

parallel executing sessions. For this reason, it is necessary to model (in M )
the possibility of principals participating in an unbounded number of protocol
sessions. However, even with simple, abstract, term-based models, the general
security problem is undecidable [15].
One strategy for handling this complexity is to carry out verification by
interactive theorem proving, thereby shifting the complexity to the human who
guides the theorem prover. This is the case, for example, when constructing
proofs using Isabelle/HOL, as in Paulson’s method.
Alternatively, if we are interested in automatic verification, then essentially
two options are available: to bound the model so that the problem becomes
decidable, or to attempt to produce, algorithmically, a finite characterization of
the infinite set of reachable states (or traces) in the unbounded model. Most of
model checkers choose the first option, but some advanced model checkers, such
as AVISPA with TA4SP [16] backend, ProVerif [9, 10, 1, 11], CryptoVerif [12],
and SCYTHER [13], realize the second option.

Symbolic versus Cryptographic The standard Dolev-Yao model is employed
in most formal methods for analyzing cryptographic protocols. This model provides a strong idealization of actual cryptographic operations by representing
them as term constructors (function symbols) in a term algebra with cancellation rules. This idealization, which we call here the symbolic approach, simplifies
proof construction by freeing proofs from cryptographic details such as computational restrictions, probabilistic behavior, and error probabilities.
In contrast to this is the cryptographic approach (also called the computationalcomplexity approach or provable security), where proofs are constructed by reduction, as in complexity theory [17]. Under this approach, one reduces the security of the overall system to the security of the cryptographic primitives with
respect to their cryptographic definitions (for example, adaptive chosen-message
security for signature schemes). The cryptographic definitions themselves are
defined in terms of probability theory and complexity theory. Proving schemes
secure with respect to such definitions is a complex endeavor, but one has much
stronger guarantees than under the symbolic approach. In [18, 19], a formalization of the BPW model is presented that is a very general model that provides
cryptographic guarantees (cryptographic soundness) with respect to the cryptographic approach. This model is formalized in Isabelle/HOL and, using this
model, the security (authenticity) of the (corrected) Needham-Schroeder protocol is verified. This is the first such formalization, in logic, of this model and its
first application to formal, machine-checked proofs. [20] presents a refinement
of the game-based approach to security proofs and its implementation using
the proof assistant Coq. Another tool following the cryptographic approach is
CryptoVerif [12], which is an automatic protocol prover developed by Bruno
Blanchet.
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3.1

Framework for Protocol Certification
Objectives

As we mentioned in the last section, there are many formal methods that are
effective for verifying (or falsifying) the security of cryptographic protocols. The
problem today is not that there is a shortage of formal methods for cryptographic
protocol analysis, but rather that there are too many! There is no consensus on
which methods should be used and the scope of their effectiveness. Moreover,
the relationships between the different methods is not yet well understood.
This situation is problematic for practitioners who design or use cryptographic protocols because they can neither select appropriate methods to verify
their protocols nor have sufficient confidence in their results. Hence we propose
a framework for protocol certification whose objectives are to establish means
to provide defined levels of confidence (or assurance) concerning the security of
the cryptographic protocols.
3.2

ISO/IEC 29128 verification of cryptographic protocols

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27 has started in 2007 the project “Verification of cryptographic protocols (ISO/IEC 29128)” to provide a technical basis for the assessment of the security of cryptographic protocols. This project is on ballot to
proceed at the Committee Draft (CD) stage at the time of writing this article
and will become an International Standard by 2011 after several revisions and
further ballots.
The current draft text of ISO/IEC 29128 does not specify precisely what
proof methods or tools shall be used, but instead only specifies their properties.
This encourages protocol designers to use state-of-the-art approaches for protocol verification in terms of models, methods, and tools. It also encourages tool
designers to develop better tools.
The draft defines minimal requirements for specifying cryptographic protocols and different protocol assurance levels. To certify a cryptographic protocol,
this standard requires a document that covers the following four aspects.
protocol specification: specification of the cryptographic protocol
adversarial model: specification of the adversarial model
security properties: specification of the objectives and security properties
that the protocol should satisfy
self-assessment evidence: evidence that the specification of the cryptographic
protocol in its adversarial model achieves its objectives and satisfies its security properties
The different protocol assurance levels lead to different requirements for these
four aspects as shown in next subsection. The protocol designer prepares a document describing these four aspects of the protocol and provides it to the evaluator. The evaluator then checks whether these requirements are satisfied by the
document in the sense defined for each protocol assurance level.

3.3

Cryptographic protocol assurance levels

Table 1 presents the three levels of our assurance requirements and the associated requirements for each of the four protocol aspects. These levels provide
increasingly strong guarantees about the security of cryptographic protocols.
Table 1. Cryptographic protocol assurance levels
Protocol
assurance
levels
Protocol
Specification

Adversarial
model
Security
property
Selfassessment
evidence

Protocol
Assurance Protocol
Assurance Protocol
Assurance
Level 1 (PAL1)
Level 2 (PAL2)
Level 3 (PAL3)
Semiformal description Formal description of protocol specificaof protocol specifica- tion in a tool-specific specification lantion
guage, whose semantics is mathematically
defined
Informal description of Formal description of adversarial model
adversarial model
Informal description of Formal description of security property
security property
Informal argument or Tool-aided
bounded Tool-aided unbounded
mathematically formal verification that the verification that the
paper-and-pencil proof specification of the specification of the
that the specification cryptographic protocol cryptographic protocol
of the cryptographic satisfies the given ob- satisfies the given obprotocol satisfies the jectives and properties jectives and properties
given objectives and with respect to the with respect to the
properties with respect adversarial model
adversarial model
to
the
adversarial
model

The difference between PAL1 and PAL2 is whether all aspects of the protocol description, such as the specification, security properties, and adversarial
model, are formally described or not. If these are not sufficiently formal, a rigorous analysis is not possible and the designer cannot search for attacks or construct correctness proofs. At best, the designer can search for typical weaknesses
and evaluate the protocol with respect to those attacks that she has thought
of. Hence, PAL1 gives only minimal guarantees about the protocol’s security.
However, PAL1 may be sufficient for some closed network environment, such as
a company intranet, lacking committed adversaries.
In contrast, in PAL2, the protocol designer provides a formal specification.
Thus she can capture all traces consistent with the specification within some
bound specified for the verification. Designers are typically poor at anticipating
all possible (interleaved) traces and hence these traces will usually include complex ones, not considered in advance by the protocol designer. PAL2 generally
gives reasonable guarantees that there does not exist any other successful ad-

versary within some bound on the number of protocol sessions. We recommend
PAL2 for open network environment such as the Internet.
The difference between PAL2 and PAL3 is whether or not the analysis (and
hence the evidence presented) is for unbound verification. Verification in PAL2
is bounded and thus the designer cannot prove a protocol secure when complex
attacks lie outside of the given bound. In contrast, PAL3 gives strong guarantees on that no successful (symbolic, Dolev-Yao) adversary exists, even allowing
for unbounded numbers of sessions. With unbounded verification, a protocol
designer can prove her protocol secure against all adversaries, even those willing to carry out complex and expensive attacks. PAL3 is effective for critical
information systems, such as those providing social infrastructures or financial
systems.
3.4

Discussion during the standardization process

Before the Committee Draft (CD) stage, ISO/IEC 29128 has been revised three
times in the Working Draft (WD) stage. We have received various comments,
which we have taken into account in the revisions. The following three points
are the most important ones considered.
Neutrality to specific methods and tools. Since the state-of-the-art for protocol
verification is progressing rapidly in terms of models, methods, and tools, this
standard should not focus on specific methods or tools. Hence the draft standard
provides only minimal requirements for specifying cryptographic protocols to
keep them as general as possible.
Computational model. In very early stages of the standard, the highest assurance level required protocol verification in the computational model. However,
because very few tools currently support this model and this approach requires
both a very high degree of expertise and effort, cryptographic approaches based
on the computational model (with unbounded verification) was included in PAL3
in the current draft. In the future, the use of the computational model might
be defined at a higher level, such as PAL4, when verification tools are up to the
task and usable by practitioners.
Paper-and-pencil proof. Both informal arguments and mathematically formal
paper-and-pencil proofs are allowed under PAL1 in the current draft. Although
formal proofs usually provides much more confidence than informal arguments,
proofs by hand can be error-prone. Moreover, it is very difficult for protocol
evaluators to confirm whether the proof is correct or not. Hence this standard
requires mechanized proof for higher levels than PAL1.
3.5

Is our framework effective?

Currently, when a non-expert user uses a standardized cryptographic protocol,
he cannot evaluate its security by himself. Instead he trusts the standardization

body, which evaluated the protocol. In other words, the security of a cryptographic protocol is reduced to trusting the standardization body. As noted previously, this trust is not always well placed. In contrast, our proposed framework
will provide the practitioner with trustworthy results based on sound, scientifically verifiable evidence.
So far, not all useful and practical protocols can be evaluated in the framework. One of the reason is the immaturity of tools. Although there are many
tools as mentioned in Section 2, each tool has its own limitations. For example, few of the existing tools can effectively handle all of the different algebraic
properties required to formalize the different cryptographic operators used in
protocols. As a result, we may not be able to prove and certify the security of
some protocols in the framework, even if they are actually secure because of
lacking tool support. Another problem for the framework to be practical is the
lack of experts. Each tool requires some expertise, but currently only a limited
number of researchers have such expertise.
These problems could be improved by progress within the research community working on formal methods for protocol verification. They can also be
improved by educating developers on existing formal methods. Note that, as we
mentioned in Section 3.4, the proposed framework is open with respect to future
progress in methods and tools.

4

Protocol Evaluation in a National Project: the
CRYPTREC Case

4.1

Overview

As explained in the previous section, ISO/IEC 29128 is a framework for certifying cryptographic protocols using formal verification methods. To improve this
framework and increase its usability, we must gather experience using it in actual
evaluations. Afterwards we can revise the framework based on our experience.
One of the authors is involved in a Japanese national project on the selection of
cryptographic protocols within CRYPTREC.5 Within this project, formal methods are being applied to verify selected entity-authentication protocols based on
the certification framework described in Section 3. We plan to use the project
results and experience gained there to evaluate and improve our framework.
The CRYPTREC project aims to evaluate and monitor the security of ciphers recommended for e-Government applications, as well as to study the establishment of evaluation criteria for cryptographic modules. In 2002, CRYPTREC produced an “e-Government Recommended Ciphers List”[21]. CRYPTREC is now conducting a renewal of this list. This includes recommending a
list of entity-authentication protocols. In this renewal, CRYPTREC is asking for
entity-authentication protocols that use cryptographic algorithms given in the
5

CRYPTREC abbreviates “CRYPTography Research and Evaluation Committees”.
See http://www.cryptrec.go.jp/english/index.html

e-Government Recommended Ciphers List or that use cryptographic algorithms
that have a security reduction to computationally difficult problems.
The submitted entity-authentication protocols should assure the correctness
of the communication partners. In particular, the protocol designer can specify
the protocol property as being mutual authentication or unilateral authentication. Examples of international standard protocols are:
– ISO/IEC 9798 series, which contain protocols based on symmetric encryption
algorithms (9798-2), digital signature techniques (9798-3), cryptographic
check functions (9798-4), zero knowledge techniques, (9798-5) and manual
data transfer (9798-6),
– Kerberos and SASL (IETF), and
– One-time passwords.
In the evaluation by CRYPTREC, protocols are evaluated assuming that,
if the cryptographic algorithms used are in the e-Government Recommended
Ciphers List, then they are ideally secure. If other cryptographic algorithms are
used, then the protocol is evaluated without their idealization. We describe the
reasons for this below.
As indicated in Sections 2 and 3, there are many mature verification tools and
different ways (corresponding to different assurance levels) that these tools can
be used. When considering the maturity of current tools, CRYPTREC mainly
considers verification without computational soundness. CRYPTREC already
has recommended symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic algorithms, a hash
function, and a pseudorandom generator. Thus, in the verification, we assume
that the cryptographic algorithms in the list are ideal cryptographic algorithms.
Hence, we do not require complicated computationally-sound proofs in this case.
If the submitted protocol uses only cryptographic algorithms in the list, the
efforts required of the protocol designer and the evaluator are reduced. Of course,
this does not rule out entity-authentication protocols that use cryptographic
algorithms not in the list. For example, we expect that many protocols will use
a variant of the Diffie-Hellman protocol or the Fiat-Shamir heuristic. In this
case, their security must be proven in a computationally-sound sense.
When submitting a proposal, the protocol designer gives an informal description of the proposed protocol, the desired properties, and the adversarial
model to the evaluator who conducts the verification. The protocol designer also
provides the evaluator with a formal description of the proposed protocol, the
adversarial model, the result of executing the verification tool, and information
on the tool itself. The protocol designer can use a formal verification tool that
is publicly available or a proprietary (private) one. If the protocol designer uses
a publicly available tool, he must provide the name of the tool and its version
number. If he uses a proprietary verification tool, he must provide access to the
verification tool itself as well as its specification.
The evaluator in CRYPTREC will investigate the correctness of the protocol
description and the effectiveness of the verification tool. Then the evaluator
performs verification using the same tool and compares the result with those
submitted by the protocol designer.

4.2

Discussion

The main issue in the certification process is how to confirm the soundness of
the verification tool. To obtain reliable verification results, the tool must not
contain bugs that could lead to erroneous results. In practice, however, tools
often do contain bugs. In some cases, different versions of the same tool may
even produce different outputs. This is a serious problem for evaluators.
Solutions discussed within the CRYPTREC project are as follows.
– The evaluator collects information about reliable tools and their stable versions. Then the evaluator provides a list of them after obtaining consensus
by experts. International consensus about the reliability of different tools is
therefore needed.
– Alternatively, CRYPTREC provides a single standard verification tool so
that the protocol designer and the evaluator can work using this (trusted)
tool.
Eliminating bugs and producing stable versions of verification tools is quite
important for certification. However, the current situation is insufficient for evaluating the correctness of the tools themselves. We expect to see methods available for evaluting the correctness of tools or their results in near future. We
see three possibilities here. The first option is white-box testing of the tool by
several experts. To carry out the tests, the protocol designer prepares
– a documented formal model underlying the tool,
– documentation on how the formalism is implemented in the tool,
– and the tool’s source code.
The evaluator checks the soundness of the formalism from the description of
the formal model, then checks if this is properly implemented by referencing the
implementation document and the source code itself. This type of evaluation
takes substantial time and efforts.
If time and effort are limited, a second option is to perform black-box tests
on the tool. For cryptographic algorithms, the “test vectors” are a widely trusted
tool for verification. To verify protocol tools, a test vector would consist of three
parts: a test protocol, an adversarial model, and the expected verification result.
A final option is to use model-checking tools that produce proof scripts that
can be independently checked. For example, the model-checking tool could generate a proof that can be checked using a standard theorem prover, e.g., one for
higher-order logic like Isabelle/HOL. Recent research results suggest that this is
a promising option.
Once the verification tool (or its output) is assured to be sound, the evaluator must still verify whether the formal description of the protocol specification
correctly models the actual protocol. Moreover, it must be checked that security
property correctly formalizes the actual security requirements and that the adversarial model is realistic for the protocol’s intended application. Hence, even
with this framework, the reasonableness of the security notion is finally assured
by human experts.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented two activities related to the evaluation of cryptographic protocols, the ISO/IEC 29128 project, and the CRYPTREC project,
which are being conducted in parallel.
ISO/IEC 29128 is a newly proposed international standard that uses formal methods to improve the security assurance of cryptographic protocols based
on mathematically rigorous, machine-checkable, security proofs. Once a cryptographic protocol is certified with ISO/IEC 29128, in particular under its highest
assurance level, the protocol is absolutely secure up to the assumption under
which the security proofs are made and the soundness of the underlying verification tool. Thus, with this new standard, we should enjoy substantially higher
levels of security than at present time.
The CRYPTREC project is a Japanese government project that evaluates
the security of cryptographic algorithms and protocols as described in this paper. CRYPTREC is now planing to conduct a security evaluation for entityauthentication protocols using formal methods. We plan to combine the findings
of the CRYPTREC project with the development of ISO/IEC 29128. In this way
we hope to further improve ISO/IEC 29128 and its practicality.
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